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Chapter 1

Outlining the Field and
Introducing Some of the Players

1.1 What Should a Theory of Reference

of Proper Names Do For Us?

In this thesis, we shall deal with proper names – what they are,
how they refer and why, and how is it that speakers know how to
use them. These are all questions related to a theory of reference
of proper names. Why should one choose proper names? Proper
names give rise to many of the problems that make a theory of
reference interesting – we have, for example, the Pierre puzzle and
the Paderewski case,1 that bring to our attention the complexities of
the behaviour of proper names in belief contexts, and the notorious
Hesperus and Phosphorus puzzle that draws our attention to the
problems surrounding the informativeness of identity statements and
the substitutivity of coreferential names. The aim of my thesis is to
provide a critical analysis of existing theories of reference of proper
names, to learn from their strengths and weaknesses, and, finally, to
attempt to construct a better one.

At the outset we should outline the main issues a theory of ref-
erence should address. But before we do that, it shall be helpful to

1Kripke, 1979
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10 Chapter 1. Outlining the Field

place a theory of reference within the larger framework of a semantic
theory and to say a few words about the relation between a semantic
theory and a theory of meaning.

1.2 Semantic Theory and a Theory of

Meaning

Some philosophers (such as Crispin Wright and Garreth Evans2)
use the expressions ‘semantic theory’ and ‘theory of meaning’ inter-
changeably, and I will sometimes follow their usage. Strictly speak-
ing, however, there is an important difference between the two.

Lewis characterises a semantic theory as concerned with certain
relations between words and the world, mainly those on which truth
and falsity of sentences depend.3 Dummett, on the other hand,
sees this kind of semantic theory as a preliminary step leading ul-
timately to a theory of meaning.4 According to him, “a theory of
meaning. . .must say what the speaker knows when he understands
an expression of a language.”5 In Dummett’s view, a semantic the-
ory is a part of a theory of meaning, and it “is plausible only in
so far as it provides a basis on which a theory of meaning can be
constructed.”6 We can say therefore that the semantic enterprise
consists of two steps: a construction of a semantic theory, and a
construction of a theory of meaning.

In what follows, we shall see that this dichotomy is reflected in
the characterisation of the task of a semantic theory (in the broad
sense), and of a theory of reference of proper names in particular.

2Wright, 1993, Evans, 1982.
3Lewis, 1972, 169.
4“The semantic theory seeks to exhibit the manner in which a sentence is

determined as true, when it is true, in accordance with its composition. . . ”
(Dummett, 1973c, 234).

5Dummett, 1973c, 270-271.
6Dummett, 1973c, 270-271.
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1.3 Descriptive Semantics

An important step in building a theory of reference of proper names
is an investigation of their semantics in Lewis’s narrow sense.7 Gen-
erally speaking, the task of a descriptive semantic theory8 is to tell
us what the semantics of a particular kind of expression is. It does
not concern itself with what it is about the use of those expressions
that makes a particular semantics the correct one.

The main task of descriptive semantics is to ascribe to the ex-
pressions of a given natural or formal language their semantic value,
where semantic value is that which provides us with an interpreta-
tion of an expression. The crucial theoretical question a descriptive
semantic theory has to address is what kind of thing a semantic
value for a particular kind of term is.

Following Lewis, Stalnaker, Dummett and others, we can view a
semantic theory as concerned specifically with the truth conditions
of sentences and with the way the parts of sentences determine their
truth conditions. The semantic value of an expression is then seen
as the contribution an expression makes to the truth conditions of
sentences in which it occurs. In deciding whether a sentence is true,
one needs to relate that sentence to the world it targets (in the case
of non-modal sentences, for example, the target world is the actual
world, while in the case of a counterfactual statement, the sentence
should be interpreted in a non-actual possible world). By investigat-
ing the truth conditions of sentences in which proper names occur,
the task of descriptive semantics is connected with the investigation
of the relation between words and the world.9 The task of descriptive
semantics is therefore roughly that of a semantic theory in Lewis’s
sense.

Should we expect a descriptive theory of reference of proper
names to say anything substantial about what should be presup-

7The rough outline of the following overview is inspired by Stalnaker (Stal-
naker, 1997, 534-555), the details and reflections are my own.

8This is Stalnaker’s expression, adopted from Stalnaker, 1997, 535.
9The terms ‘word-world relation’ and ‘word-word relation’ are used by

Ernesto Lepore in his contribution to Guttenplan, 1995.
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posed about the speaker, his intentions and beliefs? Should it say
anything about the use of proper names in a natural language as a
practice? Not really. Answering the query “what makes this expres-
sion refer to that object?”10 is not the task of descriptive semantics.
Nor is it within the scope of the descriptive inquiry to try and jus-
tify the ascription of a particular semantic value to proper names by
pointing out to the reasons speakers may give for using proper names
in a particular way. Within the descriptive semantic enterprise, we
presuppose language as it is, and try to describe it. In doing so, we
rely on speakers’ semantic intuitions to tell what the truth-value of
a given sentence is given a particular state of affairs, and what sort
of truth conditions hold for different kinds of sentences. However
inconsistent this sort of data may be, it forms the basic semantic
facts which one has to rely on in this enterprise.11

The descriptive semantics of proper names remains silent on
many important issues: what it is about the practice of using proper
names that endows them with the semantic value they have, what
kind of cognitive value is attached to them, and the role of conven-
tions in all that. Why then should we still want to study descriptive
semantics? Well, the role names play in language and, in particular,
the way they influence the truth conditions of sentences in which
they occur, is perhaps the most readily accessible part of their be-
haviour. Moreover, while our semantic intuitions regarding truth
conditions of sentences can to some degree be manipulated, they
are still among the best guides we have in building any part of a
semantic theory. And this is why the descriptive semantics, even
with all of its limitations, is the cornerstone of a theory of reference
of proper names.

10Searle, 1967, 93.
11On the role of semantic intuitions opinions differ, so that for example

Kent Bach (2002a) sees them as of dubious importance, while Francois Re-
canati (1989) claims that a semantic theory should account for the insights thus
gleaned.
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1.4 Foundational Semantics

What makes it the case that a language spoken by a particular in-
dividual or a community has a particular descriptive semantics?12

Answering this question is the task of what Stalnaker, calls a ‘foun-
dational semantics’. More specifically, the foundational semantics
of proper names looks at what it is about the speaker, her situa-
tions, goals, beliefs, and behaviour, that makes it the case that a
proper name she uses has a particular semantic value. In this way,
foundational semantics is closely connected with a study of the com-
municative behaviour of speakers.

It is therefore an essential part of the study of foundational se-
mantics to look at how a speaker communicates her mental states
(especially beliefs) in her utterances, and to analyse the impact this
has on the hearer and her mental states. We shall focus on the
particular role that proper names play in communication.

When looking at a communicative situation in which a proper
name is used, we can assess the changes in that situation that were
brought about by various communicative acts in terms of changes in
the intentional states, mainly beliefs, of the participants. Founda-
tional semantics focuses on the verbal interaction between speakers
and the resulting changes in their intentional states. That is why
we can say that it is a study of the word-word relation. And since
it involves intentional states of speakers, one of its aims has to be
a creation of a theory that makes plausible predictions about the
epistemic situation of speakers. A foundational semantics that fails
to be epistemologically plausible (by positing, for example, truth-
value gaps for sentences that obviously fulfil their role as assertions
in communication) does not meet this criterion.

It cannot be taken for granted that proper names form one ho-
mogeneous group. It may turn out that the behaviour of for example
geographical names or names of fictional entities is different enough
from the rest of the group significantly enough to warrant a separate
account. If this were the case, it would have repercussions for all

12Although this could be viewed as a question about historical background,
it is not, as we shall see shortly, meant that way.
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parts of a semantic theory of proper names.13

Proper names figure in various kinds of speech acts, e.g., ques-
tions, assertions, exclamations, and dubbings. It cannot be granted
a priori that their semantic value is the same in all speech acts. Most
theories of reference, however, focus on assertions, and we shall fol-
low suit somewhat blindly until the last chapter, and section 6.3.2 in
particular, where we shall defend a view that different uses of proper
names can be explained in terms of the standard, referring use.

1.5 Semantics of Modals

Modal statements have a somewhat special status, and the amount
of energy that went into their analysis and study in the last decades
is a testimony to it. This is because in analysing modal statements
involving proper names, we have to rely not only upon our linguistic
intuitions, but also on our preconceptions concerning various kinds
of necessity, the identity of individuals, and the nature of possibility.
A study of modal statements thus involves both the word-word and
the word-world relationship, and has features of both the descriptive
and the foundational enterprise.

For our purposes, an attractive theory of modal statements in-
volving proper names is one that makes plausible predictions – and is
based on reasonable assumptions – about both the descriptive and
the foundational semantics of proper names. In our analysis and
evaluation of existing theories of modal statements, it shall be cru-
cial to uncover the implicit and the explicit presuppositions regard-
ing both the descriptive and the foundational semantics of proper
names.

In making judgements about the truth or falsity of modal state-
ments, several kinds of intuitions come into play. Semantic intuitions
are closely connected with linguistic competence. We rely on them
when determining whether a statement is well formed (syntactic in-
tuitions), and when grasping the conditions which would make it

13I will try to show, however, how various kinds of proper names are connected
and defend a view that they do, in fact, form a coherent group, in chapter 6.
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true. Some judgements about the truth of modal statements seem
to be based solely on semantic intuition (e.g., ‘A bachelor cannot be
married.’ or ‘A vixen must be female.’). Judgements about other
statements (e.g., ‘Franklin D. Roosevelt could have been the son
of Theodore Roosevelt.’), however, seem to invoke intuitions of yet
another kind – modal ones. Modal intuitions are not based solely
on our mastery of language.14 They express our convictions about
the way things are in the world, and about how they could be or
could have been. We shall be particularly interested in those modal
intuitions that pertain to the potentialities of individuals.

Theories of modality, and especially theories that deal with the
reference of proper names in counterfactual statements, usually go
beyond a mere construction of a framework for expressing modal
behaviour (which would be a metaphysically neutral enterprise).15

Speakers’ modal intuitions tend to be malleable, and one does not
have to go too far to produce hypothetical situations where speakers
become uncertain or their intuitions clash.

When looking at theories of modal statements, we notice that
there is a tendency to predict modal behaviour of individuals, and
that descriptions of counterfactuals make presuppositions about the
metaphysics of entities involved. A theory of modal statements that
does not make metaphysical assumptions about individuals and has
plausible consequences for the descriptive and foundational seman-
tics of proper names is hard to come by. When judging whether
a particular counterfactual statement is true, we often presuppose
that some properties are necessary and others are contingent. In
doing that, we express our convictions about the way things are in
the world, not just in the language. Modal intuitions have a ten-
dency to differ between speakers. That, and their propensity to be

14There seems to be some connection between linguistic competence and
modal intuitions but it is difficult to spell out how far it goes. For debate
on this topic see for example Gibbs and Moise, 1997, and Bach, 2002b. I shall
not presuppose any connection between semantic and modal intuitions.

15For example, when treating modal statements within a possible-world frame-
work, we could insist on treating the framework itself as a theoretical construct
and remain silent on the framework’s ontological status.
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swayed this or that way by various arguments is the reason why all
but the most trivial claims are often hotly contested. This holds
especially if our semantic intuitions tell us that a sentence could be
true given a possible state of affairs, and a theory claims that that
state of affairs is impossible (e.g., Kripke’s well-known example of a
sentence that is supposed to describe an impossible state of affairs:
‘Queen Elisabeth II could have been the daughter of Mrs. and Mr.
Truman.’).16

Why should one want to engage in such a troublesome project?
Firstly, we can see modal statements as providing a tough testing
ground for our descriptive and foundational theories. If they are
plausible, they have to do well for modal statements as well. Sec-
ondly, it is puzzling that we have rather clear intuitions about some
modal statements (e.g., ‘John could have been taller than he is.’) but
not about others (like ‘Sherlock Holmes could have been an unsuc-
cessful detective.’). This whole area is buzzing with questions: Can
one argue for a distinction between necessary and contingent prop-
erties from language? Do individuals have any non-trivial necessary
properties? What is the status of necessary a posteriori statements?
Yet even those who try to shy away from providing answers have to
be very careful. This is an area where semantics and metaphysics
are closely intertwined and easily mistaken for one another.17

1.6 The Upshot

It is helpful to keep in mind the distinction between a foundational
and a descriptive semantics because it can prevent misinterpreta-
tions. Different theories address different parts of a semantic theory,
and one should always ask what is the question a particular theory is
trying to answer. For example Millian semantics, according to which
names have denotation but no connotation, seems like a non-starter

16Kripke, 1980, 111-113.
17For example, direct reference is a semantic claim about proper names. Yet

we shall argue that in order to get it off the ground, one has to presuppose
haecceitism. But is haecceitism a semantic or a metaphysical doctrine?
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to a semanticist interested in speaker’s competence, because it does
not address the concerns of foundational semantics. Searle’s aim “to
get at how noises identify objects,”18 on the other hand, has little
to do with the descriptive enterprise.

What are the relations between the three parts of a theory of
reference of proper names - the descriptive semantics, the founda-
tional semantics, and the semantics of modals? Their relations are
basically of two kinds: going from the theoretical to the pragmatic,
the three aspects of semantics are ordered in the sequence in which
they are presented here. However, because pragmatic considerations
impose restrictions on a theory, we shall see shortly that the three
aspects of a semantic theory also impose restrictions on each other
in a reverse order.

Semantics of modal statements does not seem quite on a par with
the foundational and the descriptive enterprise. Is it really separate
from the two? Many theorists claim it is not, but disagree about the
side to which it belongs. In Kripke’s theory, for example, linguistic
and modal intuitions are not seen as really separate, and he seems
to regard modal semantics as a part of the descriptive semantics.
Other theorists19 try to make their account of counterfactuals free
of descriptive or foundational claims. Theories that view semantics
of counterfactuals as a part of foundational semantics also have their
advocates.20 What this shows is that modal semantics can help us
shed light on the role of the descriptive and the foundational seman-
tics within a theory. In some theories, as we noted, modal semantics
imposes restrictions on the descriptive semantics, in others, on the
foundational one. In our own account, we shall return to this is-
sue and argue that modal semantics should not be constructed in
such a way that it could impose unreasonable restrictions on the
foundational semantics.

What kind of restrictions does foundational semantics place on
descriptive semantics? The main condition which a foundational
semantics imposes on a descriptive theory is this: if a particular

18Searle, 1967, 83.
19I have Lewis in mind here.
20We may view Adams’s ‘world-stories’ (Adams, 1979) that way.
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descriptive account is correct, then speakers must, at least for the
most part, know what they are saying according to that particular
descriptive theory. This is so because if one did not know what one
says, one could not mean what one says, which would contradict a
basic assumption that speakers generally mean what they say.

There is a potential mismatch between accounting for what makes
communication successful, and explaining what makes utterances
true. After all, people can, in good faith, make others believe things
that are not true. We can view this as a tension between the world-
word and word-word relationship. Different theories, and directions
of research, try to deal with it in different ways. In the philosophy
of mind, it surfaces as a debate between the externalists and the
internalists or it takes the form of trying to relate broad and nar-
row content. Various answers to the Pierre puzzle, the Twin Earth
thought experiment, and the problem of informativeness of neces-
sary identity statements like ‘Hesperus is Phosphorus.’ can also
usually be seen as trying to account for the communicative function
of language while getting right the truth of the statements under in-
vestigation. The very fact that this tension between the word-word
and the word-world relation keeps re-occurring may be taken as an
indication that the basic problem is a real one.

Going back to the beginning, we could say that the relation be-
tween a foundational and a descriptive semantics mirrors the relation
between a theory of meaning and a semantic theory, in the sense in
which Dummett uses these expressions. Paraphrasing Dummett,21

we could say that a descriptive semantic theory seeks to exhibit the
manner in which the truth of a sentence is determined in accordance
with its composition. This is done by associating expressions with
their semantic values. A foundational semantic theory must go be-
yond this. Its task is to describe what a speaker knows when she
understands an expression of a language, and it has to explain how
the speaker’s understanding of an expression fixes a relation between
that expression and the semantic value attributed to it

It is the task of a theory of reference of proper names to propose

21Dummett, 1973c, 234.
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a descriptive, modal, and foundational semantics of proper names
such that the descriptive semantics meets the desiderata of the foun-
dational enterprise, and the modal semantics can be made to cohere
with both.

1.7 Setting the Scene

For most of the 20th century, the theory of reference was dominated
by Frege’s and Russell’s ideas,22 which led to the development of de-
scriptivism and the cluster theory of reference. These theories were
developed principally by Carnap, Strawson, and Searle.23 According
to them, a proper name has a denotation, which is its referent, and
a connotation, a Sinn or sense, which is the manner in which the
referent is presented.24 The connotation or sense of a proper name
provides not only the means by which the referent is identified but
also the meaning of the name. Descriptivism, in all of its forms,
claims that there is a semantic relation between a name and the
properties commonly associated with its referent.

The underlying motivation of descriptivism is an epistemological
one. Descriptivists believe that what is epistemically accessible to us
are general properties, such as being tall, being called ‘John Smith’,
being a featherless biped. According to this view, our concept of
an individual is such that if that individual were stripped of all
those properties, properties we use to recognise that individual, there
would be nothing left. There is no underlying ‘substance’ under the
properties that distinguish one individual from another. In a theory
of reference of proper names, this rather powerful epistemological
motivation translates into a claim that a proper name refers to its
bearer only as long as that bearer exists, and that a bearer can
only be said to exist as long as it has enough of the properties that
characterise it in the actual world.

22Especially Frege, 1893, re-print in English 1952 and Russell, 1905.
23See for example Carnap, 1947, Strawson, 1959, Strawson, 1950, re-printed

in 1998, and Searle, 1967.
24We can imagine the sense as a set of general properties commonly associated

with the referent.
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In the 1970s, the debate between theories of reference was re-
energised by the appearance of new, rather radical theories authored
by Donnellan, Kripke, Marcus Barcan, Quine, Stalnaker, Kaplan,
and Putnam.25 These new26 theories were united in rejecting the
then prevalent descriptivism, and in proposing a notion of reference
that is not mediated by a term’s meaning. The contrast between the
new and the old (descriptivist) theories is most apparent in accounts
of the reference of singular terms, that is proper names, definite
descriptions, and indexicals. This is because part of the motivation
of the new theories is a rejection of the epistemological motivation
of descriptivism, which was, as we have just seen, motivated by a
particular view on the identity of individuals.

It is sometimes said that the new theories of reference, e.g.,
Kripke’s theory, deny that proper names have a sense, and that
they claim that names are mere ‘empty tags’, a sort of labels on
objects. Speakers are then said to refer not because some concep-
tual determination of the referent is available to them, but because
there is a causal chain that connects their use of a name with the
referent. It is because of the stress on a causal connection between
the occasion on which a name is bestowed and each particular use of
the name, that these new theories are also known as causal theories
of reference.

If this sketch were an accurate characterisation of the causal the-
ories, they would not have been able to give an account of many of
the phenomena that the older theories were rather good at, such
as the cognitive significance of necessary identity statements, and
would quickly have been abandoned. However, the outline of the
causal approach as we presented it now involves a misleading omis-

25See especially Donnellan, 1966, Donnellan, 1970, Kripke, 1977b, Kripke,
1979, Kripke, 1980, Marcus, 1961, Kaplan, 1978, Kaplan, 1979, Putnam, 1975b,
Quine, 1961a, Putnam, 1975a, and Stalnaker, 1984. For more on the debate
about the origin of the main ideas of the new theory of reference see Smith,
1995.

26I suppose I might use the ‘new’ here in scare quotes because while they did
represent a clear departure from the older descriptivist theories, they have been
around for some 40 years, and are not, therefore, as new as they once were.
Their newness should be taken with a grain of salt.
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sion. What the new theories claim is that while we may need de-
scriptions in order to pick out a referent in a given context, these
descriptions do not become a part of the meaning, or semantic value,
of the proper name. In this sense, the meaning of a proper name is
not co-determined by the name’s sense. This is why these theories
have been also called theories of direct reference. The claim the the-
ories make in the field of descriptive semantics is that the semantic
value of a proper name is its bearer, which leaves space for various
accounts of the foundational semantics of proper names.

1.7.1 Three Senses of ‘Sense’

In order to describe the principal differences between the descrip-
tivist and the new theories of reference more clearly, it is useful
to distinguish between the senses in which the term ‘sense’ can be
used.27 Sometimes the term ‘meaning’ is used as synonymous with
‘sense’. When this is the case, the following distinctions apply to
‘meaning’ as well as ‘sense’.

Sense1 is a purely conceptual representation of an object, which
a fully competent speaker associates with his use of a term. The
sense1 of a term is something a subject is sometimes said to ‘grasp’.
It includes only general properties (such as being male, being called
‘John Smith’). Individuals (e.g., John Smith) cannot occur as con-
stituents of sense1.

Sense2 denotes the mechanism that determines the reference of
a term with respect to a possible world, time, place, and possibly
other contextual parameters. Sense2 is a semantic notion.

Sense3 is the information value of a term, that is, the contribution
the term makes to the information content of sentences containing
it. Sense3 is a cognitive, epistemic notion. It figures in any belief
expressed by a sentence containing the term, and is relevant in de-
termining the epistemological status (a priori or a posteriori, trivial
or informative) of such sentences.

Sense2 of a term is closely linked to its semantic value. It is the

27For these helpful distinctions I am indebted to Salmon (Salmon, 1982, 12).
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task of descriptive semantics to describe the sense2 of an expression.
Sense1 and sense3 are related – the former being a psychological
notion, and the latter an epistemic one. Most contemporary se-
mantic theories investigate sense1 of expressions only in the most
general outlines, but many theories deal with sense3 of expressions,
and that sometimes leads to predictions about sense1 and its sta-
tus. In this way, even a purely semantic enterprise may turn out to
make predictions about the psychology of speakers, and these should
be plausible. In other words, while semantics is quite distinct from
psychology, to the extent to which a semantic theory makes any pre-
dictions about the psychology of speakers, these must be plausible.

Sense3 is investigated by the foundational semantics, and an anal-
ysis of modal statements is sometimes employed to highlight the
features of a term’s usage that may otherwise remain obscure.

Not all theories of reference of proper names distinguish these
three senses. Descriptivism, for example, conflates all three. It
claims that the descriptions commonly associated with a proper
name (which form its sense1 and sense3) are logically connected (or
even identical) with the meaning of the name (its sense2). Indeed,
this conflation leads to a difficulty in explaining the informativeness
of sentences such as ‘Walter Scott is the author of Waverley.28 Some
theorists, Kripke among them,29 see sense2 as the primary focus of a
theory of reference, while others, for example Stalnaker, take sense3

to be the starting point of their enterprise.
Just like the distinction between descriptive, foundational, and

modal semantics, the distinction between the three senses of ‘sense’
shall hopefully prove to be a useful tool for characterising various
theories of semantics of proper names, describing their goals, and
assessing their achievements.

1.7.2 The New Theories of Reference

I mentioned above that what the new theories of reference have in
common is their rejection of descriptivism and a commitment to

28Searle, 1967, 93.
29See Kripke, 1980, 25, footnote 3.
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reference unmediated by descriptions. The core motivation of this
position is in the conviction that the semantic function of singular
terms30 is to refer to their bearers, to bring their referents, so to
speak, into the proposition.

This underlying motivation has been developed in various non-
equivalent ways, and brought to bear on different kinds of expres-
sions. This is why it is impossible to identify more features that
all of the new theories of reference share, even though there is a
sense of kinship between all of them. Kaplan’s and Perry’s theo-
ries31 use the notion of direct reference and focus on analysing the
semantics of indexicals. Kripke developed a theory for proper names
and natural kinds, and the key notion of his approach is rigid desig-
nation. Having been inspired by Mill, Kripke is sometimes charged
with adopting the Millian position with its consequences. We can-
not, however, say much more about the new theories of reference
without having at our disposal at least a brief outline of the notions
that are central to the theories we shall be dealing with.

1.7.3 Introducing Some New Notions

The aim of this section is to give a preliminary characterisation of
some notions that play a prominent role in the theories of reference
we shall investigate, and show why, regardless of their relatedness,
they should be kept apart.

30At this stage, we can accept Evans’ sketch of what singular terms are, given
in Evans, 1982, 1-2. Russellian conception of singular terms differs but when-
ever I would use it in Russellian sense, I would make that explicit. According
to Evans’s conception, which I shall use, singular terms they include proper
names, definite descriptions, demonstratives and some pronouns., What these
expressions have in common is their ability to fill in a subject place in a subject-
predicate sentence. Other expressions (e.g., ‘a man’ or ‘every boy’) can also
occupy this position, but they are (normally) not used by the speaker to refer
to a particular thing. A proposition containing a singular term is then called
a singular proposition. Moreover, according to Kaplan’s conception (on which
we shall elaborate later, on p. 25 and in section 2.6) singular terms bring the
object they refer to, so to say, directly into the proposition.

31See for example Kaplan, 1979a, and Perry, 1997.
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Direct reference

The notion of direct reference, coined by David Kaplan,32 has been
used to describe the way demonstratives and proper names refer. It
is also sometimes used as a general name for Kaplan’s theory and
theories based on it.33 These theories vary in the details but share
a commitment to the view that singular terms34 refer directly in the
sense that “the relation between a linguistic expression and the refer-
ent is not mediated by the corresponding propositional component,
the what-is-said, the content.”35 Thus for example, in claiming that
John is tall, one asserts that a property of being tall is true of John
– not of anyone called ‘John’, or a particular individual who bears
that name but of the individual himself. As Kaplan puts it, there is
a sense in which the proposition is about “John himself, right there,
trapped in a proposition.”36 The semantic value of a directly refer-
ential term – the contribution it makes to the propositional content
of the utterance in which it occurs – is therefore just its reference.37

In other words, direct reference theories claim that sense2 of a
singular term, its semantic value, is quite distinct from both its
sense1 and its sense3. A direct reference theory makes claims about
the way in which singular terms refer, and its focus is on emphasising
the fact that the semantic function of singular terms is separate
from the means a speaker may use to determine the reference on a
particular occasion.

We should note that an adherent of this view does not have
to repudiate the notion of a meaning (sense3) for singular terms
altogether. Quite the opposite – in explaining the functioning of

32It is hard to tell where in his writings it appeared first because so much of
his work circulated in the grey circuit for years before being published.

33For example Recanati’s theory. See his 1993 book called Direct Reference:
From Language to Thought.

34I use here the general term ‘singular term’ because while Kaplan’s theory
was developed primarily to deal with indexicals, it can, and has been, applied
to the semantics of proper names which, will be my main concern.

35Kaplan, 1989b, 568.
36Kaplan, 1979, 223.
37This is, basically, how Recanati defines the semantic value of a directly

referential expression in Recanati, 1993, 698.
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indexicals, direct reference theorists use both the notion of character,
which is basically the linguistic meaning of a term, or its sense3,
and the notion of content, which we can identify with sense2 of the
expression. We shall return to the notion of direct reference and
explore it at greater length later, in section 2.5 and several sections
that follow.

Millianism

In his 1872 book System of Logic, John Stuart Mill proposed a rad-
ical view on names. According to him,

a proper name is but an unmeaning mark which we connect in
our minds with the idea of an object, in order that whenever
the mark meets our eye or occurs to our thoughts, we may
think of that individual object.38

The function of proper names is, Mill writes, “to enable individuals
to be made the subject of discourse”; names are “attached to the
objects themselves, and are not dependent on. . . any attribute of the
object.”39

This view did not exert much influence for about a hundred years,
until Kripke re-introduced it in his 1972 lectures on Naming and
Necessity .40 Mill’s claim, as presented by Kripke, is that proper
names have denotation, but not connotation, and they are but a
sort of label on the object they name. Their meaning (sense2) is
their reference. This view became known as Millianism – it is not
intended to be a faithful rendition of Mill’s views. It is rather just
the view that Kripke ascribes to Mill.

Millianism is ambiguous between two positions: either names do
not have a sense1 and sense3, or else the sense1 and sense3 of names
are synonymous with their sense2. We should notice that this view
tells us not only what the semantic value of a proper name is –
its referent, but also what its linguistic meaning is – if there is any

38Mill, 1872, reprint 1949, 22.
39Mill, 1872, reprint 1949, 20.
40Kripke, 1980, 26.
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meaning to speak of, it is equivalent to the sense2, i.e., the reference.
Even on this brief characterisation it is clear that Millianism presents
a far more radical claim than the direct reference view, which is not
hostile to meanings (sense1 and/or sense3) being ascribed to proper
names. The two views share the focus on the referring relation, but
lead to different views on the meaning of names.

Rigid Designation

The notion of rigid designation arises in connection with the mod-
elling of the behaviour of modal statements in terms of possible
worlds. At this point, we shall assume that a possible-world frame-
work is neutral with respect to the issues regarding the semantics of
proper names, and use it simply as a tool for investigating the truth
values of modal statements.

Rigidity is a claim about the behaviour of certain terms, in our
case proper names, with respect to possible worlds.41 Rigid des-
ignation is a property a designator (e.g., a name) has if “in every
possible world it designates the same object.”42 As a consequence,
a referring proper name is said to refer to the referent it has in the
actual world necessarily, that is, even in counterfactual situations.

This well-known definition leaves some relevant questions unan-
swered. First of all, we should ask what happens in the counter-
factual worlds where the referent does not exist? There are two
possibilities: Either, the designator is assumed to refer to the same
object in all the worlds in which the object exists, and otherwise to
nothing, in which case following Nathan Salmon, we shall call such
a designator persistently rigid, or else, the designator designates the
same object with respect to all possible worlds, regardless of whether
the object exists there or not. Following Nathan Salmon again, we
call such a designator obstinately rigid.43

41Other kinds of expressions, for example natural kind terms, are also claimed
to be rigid designators but we shall focus on proper names.

42Kripke, 1980, 48.
43Salmon introduces these terms in Salmon, 1982, 33-34. However, the prob-

lem was explored even earlier by Kaplan, in Kaplan, 1989b, 569-571 and other
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We can visualise the difference between these two kinds of rigid
designators using the notion of intension. Given a proper name,
we may consider a function that assigns to every possible world the
referent of that name with respect to that world. This is the func-
tion Carnap44 calls ‘intension’. Using intension, we can distinguish
between obstinate and persistent designators by noting that the in-
tension of an obstinate rigid designator is a total constant function
on the domain of possible worlds, while the intension of a persis-
tent rigid designator is a constant function that is undefined for
the worlds in which the referent does not exist. The intension of a
persistent designator is therefore a partial constant function.

Secondly, we may also ask what happens if a name has no referent
in any possible world. In his unpublished Reference and Existence
(John Locke Lectures of 1973) Kripke introduces a special designator
to account for the reference of such names. A rigid nondesignator,
he says, designates nothing with respect to every possible world.45

Finally, there is the special case of entities that are said to ex-
ist in every possible world.46 To account for the reference of these
names, Kripke introduces the notion of a strongly rigid designator.
A designator is strongly rigid iff it designates something necessarily
existent, i.e., something that exists in every possible world.47

A little overview shall help us keep in mind the different kinds
of designators we have introduced:

places, who noticed the potential ambiguity in Kripke’s definition.
44Carnap, 1947.
45I return to this topic later when treating names of fictional characters.
46This is not really relevant for proper names, since their bearers always exist

only contingently.
47For Kripke, the names of numbers constitute examples of strongly rigid

designators. This is a consequence of his views on the nature of mathematical
objects, views that are largely independent of his views on natural language
semantics.
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Kind of designator definition example
Non-rigid designator may refer to different en-

tities in different possible

worlds

‘the president of
USA’

Rigid designator refers to the same entity in

every possible world

‘Julius Ceasar’

Strongly rigid desig-
nator

refers to the same entity in

every possible world and

its referent exists in every

possible world

‘2’

Rigid nondesignator refers to nothing with re-

spect to every possible

world

‘unicorn’

We can further distinguish two different kinds of rigid designa-
tors depending on the origin or source of their rigidity. According to
this distinction, an expression is rigid de jure if it is rigid in virtue of
belonging to a class of expressions that are rigid designators, that is,
if it is rigid solely in virtue of its (descriptive) semantics. Thus for
example proper names are usually seen as rigid de jure because their
semantics is such that they refer rigidly to their bearers. However,
there is another kind of rigid designator that does not refer rigidly
in virtue of belonging to a class of expressions which are rigid des-
ignators but due to some other kind of fact. These expressions are
then called rigid de facto. Just which expressions are rigid in this
way depends on the line one draws between the semantic facts and
other kinds of facts. For example, if we claim that mathematical
functions behave the way they do because mathematics deals with
necessary facts, then the expression ‘the result of adding two and
three’ will be rigid de facto because of our views on the nature of
mathematical functions.

In the following table, we have a little overview of the ways in
which a designator can be rigid:
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Persistently rigid designator refers to the same entity in every world

where the entity exists, otherwise it

does not refer

Obstinately rigid designator refers to the same entity in every pos-

sible world regardless whether that en-

tity exists in that world or not

Designator rigid de jure rigid in virtue of its (descriptive) se-

mantics, e.g., ‘Julius Caesar’

Designator rigid de facto rigid in virtue of a non-semantic kind

of fact, e.g., ‘3+2’

What we have seen now is that while the notions of rigid des-
ignation, direct reference, and Millianism are related, they focus on
different parts of the relation between a referring term and its refer-
ent. Millianism seems to be a claim about the sense1 and sense3 of
proper names. It is denied that proper names have such senses. ‘Di-
rect reference’ characterises a particular way in which a designator
refers. An expression refers directly if its reference is not mediated
by the meaning of the expression (its sense1 or sense3). It is a claim
about the descriptive semantics of proper names. Rigidity is a claim
about a term’s referring behaviour across possible worlds, and while
it may prima facie look like a descriptive claim, we shall see that
some of its preconditions have relevance for the foundational seman-
tics of proper names. It is important to note that a designator can
be rigid without being direct (for example the aforementioned ‘re-
sult of adding two and three’). A Kripkean characterisation of the
referring relation, which uses only the function of referring in the
domain of possible worlds, does not allow us to distinguish between
directly referential expressions and those that rigidly refer for some
other reason. That is why Kaplan thinks that direct reference is
what underlies rigid designation, saying “how could rigid designa-
tion not be based on some deeper semantical property like direct
reference?”48

48This he says in the following context: “Direct reference was supposed to
provide the deep structure for rigid designation, to underlie rigid designation, to
explain it. . .How could rigid designation not be based on some deeper semantical
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Epistemic versus Metaphysical Distinctions

It used to be a part of received wisdom that whatever is known a pos-
teriori must be metaphysically contingent, and whatever is known a
priori must be metaphysically necessary. This view was based on a
partial misunderstanding of Kant’s position in his Critique of Pure
Reason.49 Kant contributed to this misunderstanding by claiming,
for example, that “. . . if we have a judgement which in being thought
is thought as necessary , it is an a priori judgement,” and asserting
that “experience teaches us that a thing is so and so, but not that it
cannot be otherwise.”50 Regardless of what Kant might have meant,
in many schoolbook versions of his views the epistemic and meta-
physical modalities were coupled and assimilated into each other.51

One of Kripke’s most influential undertakings was to revisit the
two kinds of distinctions: the metaphysical and the epistemic one,
to re-phrase their definitions in new terms, and to separate them
clearly.52 As before, the distinction of a priori versus a posteriori is
an epistemological one. Something is knowable a priori if it can be
known on the basis of purely a priori evidence. The emphasis is on
the can: there are facts that can be known a priori to some people,
but only a posteriori to others.53 Something is knowable a posteriori
if it can be known on the basis of a posteriori, empirical evidence.54

Necessity and contingency are metaphysical terms – if something

property like direct reference? It could not be an accident that names were rigid
and descriptions were not.” (Kaplan, 1989b, 570-571).

49Kant, 1787, 1963 edition, Kant was not the first to investigate the relation
between a prioricity and necessity. Hume, in Hume, 1748, also dealt with this
issue but Kant’s views on this topic have been more influential.

50Both quotations in Kant, 1787, 1963 edition, B3.
51My source were my first philosophy textbooks, which were illegal samizdat,

no doubt yellowed and crumbled by now, but among the more up-to-date sources,
even the entries of the on-line Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy seem to lend
themselves to this misinterpretation.

52Kripke, 1980, 34-41.
53Kripke, 1980, 34.
54Kripke, 1980, 35. This characterisation of the terms a priori and a posteriori

leaves a lot to be desired. Just to mention one problem, it is nearly circular. We
shall return to it later in much more detail, in section 3.2.6.
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is necessary, it is so independently of anyone’s knowledge of that
fact. In Kripke’s theory, the two notions are modelled with the
help of a possible-world apparatus. Necessity is ascribed to those
properties that are true of an entity in every possible world where
that entity exists. Properties are contingent if an entity has them
in some possible worlds but not in others.55

The emphasis on the separation between the metaphysical and
the epistemological distinctions gave a new lease of life to some
traditional questions, such as whether there might be necessary a
posteriori truths or contingent a priori ones. One of Kripke’s most
important claims is that there indeed are necessary a posteriori prop-
erties, and we shall spend a considerable amount of time and space
(in section 3.2.8 and several sections that follow) investigating just
how he argues for it.

Essentialism

In modern times, necessity and contingency have often been thought
to be properties of states of affairs or, derivatively, of statements that
express them. Kripke, on the other hand, subscribes to the view that
properties too can be contingent (i.e., accidental) or necessary (i.e.,
essential).56 He subscribes to essentialism, to “the view that certain
properties of things are properties that these things could not fail to
have, except by not existing.”57

Kripke58 argues that if you refer, for example, to the winner of
the 1972 US presidential election, you refer to Nixon contingently be-
cause someone else might have won the election. He says that “when
you ask whether it is necessary or contingent that Nixon won the
election, you are asking the intuitive question whether in some coun-
terfactual situation, this man would in fact have lost the election.”59

55Kripke, 1980, 40-41.
56The distinction between accidental and essential properties can be traced

back to Aristotle’s Topics. It was commonly used for most of the Middle Ages,
adopted by Thomas Aquinas, Abelard, Albertus Magnus and many others.

57As Salmon, 1982, 82 puts it.
58Kripke, 1980, 40-42.
59Kripke, 1980, 41, emphasis in the original.
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Intuitively, Nixon could have lost the election. Winning the elec-
tion is therefore Nixon’s contingent property. He would still be the
same individual had he lost. The point is that we can ask about an
actual-world individual whether it could, in a counterfactual world,
have other properties than it has in the actual world, and we can do
this without having necessary and sufficient criteria to identify (or
re-identify) that individual in counterfactual situations. We can do
this as long as the property we consider is contingent to the individ-
ual in question – as the property of winning the 1972 presidential
elections turned out to be contingent to Nixon. Without going into
anything like criteria for being Nixon, we can, as Kripke puts it,
“point to the man, and ask what might have happened to him, had
events been different.”60

This position presupposes a rather innocuous form of essential-
ism, where nothing more that an essential property of being Nixon,
further unspecified, needs to be assumed. This is the most moderate
form of essentialism that is needed if rigid designation is to function
for proper names.61 However, we shall show that Kripke defends
also a rather more robust form of essentialism, in which he proposes
the existence of much more specific essential properties (such as hav-
ing the parents one actually has). We shall return to this topic (in
section 3.2.9 and following sections), analyse Kripke’s reasons for
adopting non-trivial essential properties, look into the consequences
of his position, and evaluate under what presuppositions it may or
may not be defensible.

Haecceitism

The idea that there may be properties which an individual must have
if it is to exist, i.e., to be the individual it is, is common to both
essentialism and haecceitism. Most authors who adopt essentialism
are ultimately interested in describing what non-trivial properties
are necessary of an individual or a class of individuals. David Kaplan

60Kripke, 1980, 46.
61We shall investigate the connection between essentialism and rigid designa-

tion later in greater detail.
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is an exception. He tries, rather successfully, to circumvent the
problems that a non-trivial essentialism creates in the foundational
semantics of directly referential terms by using a form of trivial
essentialism known as haecceitism. In this way, while availing himself
of some of the systematic advantages of essentialism (like accounting
for trans-world individuals), he avoid having to make any claims
about particular non-trivial properties that may be essential to an
individual or a class of individuals.

Kaplan borrowed the term haecceity from Duns Scotus, and just
like Millianism is not an effort to reconstruct Mill’s doctrine, haec-
ceitism is not a reconstruction of Scotus’ views. Haecceitism is in-
troduced as a claim that a common haecceity (which literally means
‘thisness’) may underlie extreme dissimilarity. A haecceity is, ac-
cording to Kaplan, that what allows us to

. . . speak of a thing itself - without reference either explicit,
implicit, vague or precise to individuating concepts (other
than being this thing), defining qualities, essential attributes,
or any other of the paraphernalia that enable us to distin-
guish one thing from another.62

Each individual has its particular haecceity, uniquely instantiated in
it. It is not to be confused with the property of being identical with
itself, which is a general property.

Haecceitism is useful in accounting for the reference of a directly
referential term in counterfactual situations. Its claim is that

. . . it does make sense to ask - without reference to common
attributes and behavior - whether this is the same individual
in another possible world.63

Haecceitism thus provides us with the means to say that an individ-
ual in one possible world is identical with an individual in another
possible world in the literal sense of being one and the same indi-
vidual, irrespective of properties gained or lost. Haecceity is what

62Kaplan, 1975, 723.
63Kaplan, 1975, 722.
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guarantees an individual’s identity across possible worlds.64

The opposite of haecceitism would be an anti-haecceitist view,
a claim that although our interests, such as an intuitive interpreta-
tion of counterfactual statements, may lead us to provisionally posit
an identity between entities that exist in different possible worlds,
these entities are strictly speaking distinct.65 On an anti-haecceitist
view, when we interpret a statement like ‘Nixon could have finished
his term in office’ we intuitively link the actual-world Nixon with
the Nixon of the counterfactual world where he was not forced to
resign, but the two Nixons are not identical. They share a lot of
properties, like being called ‘Nixon’ , having massive eyebrows, etc.,
but the link is in principle the same as the link between all indi-
viduals in the actual world who share, for example, the property
of being an American president who did not finish his term.66 The
anti-haecceitist view repudiates the idea that there may a property
that uniquely characterises the individual who possesses it (its haec-
ceity). We seem to be left with a view that individuals are nothing
beyond their general properties.

Even on the basis of this short exposition,67 we can see that
haecceitism is a tool for securing a reference for singular referring
terms across possible worlds. It is, in fact, a form of an (almost)
trivial essentialism, making a commitment only to a further unanal-

64We should note that haecceitism expresses a view on identity of individuals
that is the very opposite of that taken by descriptivists, as we characterised it
on p. 19.

65Lewis’s theory of counterparts, which we introduce in section 3.1.2 is a good
example of an anti-haecceitist view.

66To the best of my knowledge the property in question - being an Ameri-
can president who did not complete his term in office - is shared by (1) Nixon
who resigned, (2) the four assassinated presidents: Abraham Lincoln, James
Garfield (an amazing gentleman who apparently entertained his friends by writ-
ing simultaneously Greek with one hand and Latin with the other), William
McKinley, and John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and (3) the presidents who died a
natural death while in office: William Harrison, Zachary Taylor, Warren Hard-
ing, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt. (We do not count the vice-presidents who
finished the presidential term and were not re-elected.)

67And we shall return to haecceitism and its opposites in section 3.2.2 and
the following section.
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ysed property unique to each individual. However, it is still a view
on the identity of individuals, and as such it has, as we shall see,
consequences for the foundational semantics of directly referring ex-
pressions.

1.8 Conclusion

We have now introduced some of the distinctions and terms that
will help us in subsequent investigations. We will keep in mind
the difference between rigid designation and direct reference, and
between essentialism and haecceitism. The division of a semantic
theory into a descriptive and a foundational part, with the semantics
of modal statements kept provisionally separate, will provide the
backbone of the structure of this thesis. We shall fully appreciate
the importance of separating a semantic theory into different parts as
we shall proceed with our inquiry. The different parts of a semantic
theory not only deal with different issues but are intended to answer
different questions. The emphasis on looking for the question or a
problem that motivates a particular part of a theory shall be an
important part of our method.

We have also introduced some of the notions which we shall anal-
yse later in much more detail. However preliminary these character-
isations are, they give us a certain platform on which we can work.
We shall use them now to characterise the theories from which they
originated.






